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Introduction

In this paper we deal with an analogue of the Helgason conjecture [3] on the
case of a real hyperboloid of one sheet. Contrary to the case of symmetric
spaces any C°° eigenfunction of the Casimir operator on our space is a "Poisson
transform" of some C°° function on the sphere. Our method is quite different
from those of [2], [3], [5] etc. (cf. Remark 2). The authors are very grateful
to Professor G. Schiffmann for helpful discussions.

§ 1. Notation and Preliminaries

Let X denote the real hyperboloid of one sheet in Rp+ί (p^2) defined by

Then the Lorentz group G = S00(p, 1) acts canonicallyp+1

on X so that X is identified with the homogeneous space G/#0, where
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Then any function / in C°°(G/H) is identified with a C°° function / on X such that
/(x)=/( — χ ) ( χ e X). We regard C°°(G/#) as a subspace consisting of all / in

C°°(G) such that f(gh) =f(g) (geG9he H).

We denote by g the Lie algebra of G. Then cj is identified with the set of

all matrices (atj) (l^i, 7 ^ p + ΐ ) such that α f ί=0 (l^i^p-f 1), αί7 =—α^ (l^i
^j^p) and ap+ίj = ajtp+ί (l^j^p). We define subalgebras ϊ, m, α and
n as follows. Let E^ be the matrix such that the (i, 7) component is equal to 1

and the other components are all equal to 0. We put Xtj = Ey — EJt (1 ̂  i ̂  7 ̂  p)

and Yi = Eiip+1+Ep+lti (l g/rgp). Let ϊ, α and n be the subalgebras spanned
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by Xij (l^ϊ, j^p), YI and X±ti+ Yt (2^i^p), respectively. Let m be the
centralizer of α in ί. We denote by K, M, A and N the analytic subgroups

of G corresponding to ϊ, m, α and n, respectively. Then we have G=KAH.

It follows that any/in C°°(G/ff) is uniquely determined by its value on KA.

Put P=MAN. Then P is a minimal parabolic subgroup of G. For any

real number t we put at=exptYi. We fix a complex number s once for all and

consider the character ξs of P defined by ξs(matή) = e(2s+p~ί)t/2 (m eM, atEA9

n E N). Let Ls be the associated line bundle over G/P and C°°(G/P, Ls) the space
of all C°° sections of Ls. Then C°°(G/P, Ls) is canonically identified with the set

of all φ in C°°(G) such that φ(gmatri) = e~(2s+p~ί)t/2φ(g) (gEG, meM, ateA9

n E N). On the other hand C°°(X/M) is canonically identified with the set of all

φ in C°%K) such that φ(kni) = φ(k) (kEK, meM). The Iwasawa decomposi-
tion G = KAN gives us the isomorphism

C°°(G/P, Ls) 9 φ > φ\κ E C°°(K/M).

For any g in G,/ in C°°(G/#) and φ in C°°(G/P, Ls), we define (π(g)f)(x)

=f(g~~ίx) and (ns(g)φ)(x) = φ(g~ίx) (xeG). Then π and πs are representations
of G on C°°(G/#) and C°°(G/P, Ls). Let dπ and dπs be the infinitesimal represen-
tations of g defined by π and πs, respectively. We denote by the same notation

the representations of the universal enveloping algebra of g which are uniquely

determined by dπ and dπs, respectively.

§ 2. The Casimir Operator

Let Ω be the Casimir operator of g. Then

/"I •*• / K""* TΛ2 i X~^

where Xfy and Ύ\ denote the squares in the universal enveloping algebra of g.
We denote by Ωκ the Casimir operator of ϊ defined by the bilinear form (2(p —

1J)~1B(X, 7) (X, YE ϊ), where B is the Killing form of g. Then we have the
following

LEMMA 1. 1) For any fin C°°(G//f),

(dπ(Ω)f)(kat)

= 2(p- l)\W

(kEK, atEA).

2) For any φ in C°°(G/P, L$),
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The proof is the same as in [5] so that we omit the proof.

§3. The Intertwining Operator 0>s

For any x = ί(xl5..., χp+1) and y = t(yί,...9 yp+ί) in RP+I, we put
For anY Φ ίn C°°(G/P, Ls) we define

where dk is the normalized Haar measure on K, e1 =
 ί(l, 0,..., 0, 1) and e2 =

f(l, 0,..., 0). The integral converges and defines a holomorphic function of s

when Res>(/? — 3)/2. It can be extended meromorphically to the whole com-
plex plane which has poles of order one at s — (p— l)/2e{ — 1, —3, —5,...}. We

put ^s=~r777~Z — +3T/4T*5' Then ^s is defined for all complex number 5

and it is easy to see that 0>s is an intertwining operator of C°°(G/P, Ls) into C°°(G/

H). Moreover one has the following lemma.

LEMMA 2.

We put ^5={/e
2)/}. Then we obtain

COROLLARY. 0>s maps C°°(G/P, Ls) into « ŝ.

Notice that K/M is canonically isomorphic to S^"1. We denote by A the

set of all integers or all non negative integers in case p = 2 or p^3, respectively.

Then the zonal spherical function ωm with height m(m e Λ) is given by

F(m + p - 2, - m, (p - l)/2, (1 - cos 00/2) (p ̂  3) ,

In the rest of this paper we assume that p^3. In the case p = 2 the proof

is much easier. We denote by Λ+ or A, the set of all mm A which are even or

odd, respectively. Let τ be the left regular representation of K on C°°(K/M).

For any m in A we denote by Γm the subspace of C°°(K/M) which is spanned by the

elements τ(fe)ωm (k e K). Let τm be the restriction of τ to Γm. Then, as is well-

known, {(τm, Γm)}meΛ exhausts up to equivalence the set of all irreducible repre-
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sentations (of K) of class one with respect to M.
For any φ in C°°(X/M) we put

(kεK),

where χm and dm denote the character and the degree of τw, respectively. Let
«^m be the space of vectors in C°°(G/H) which transform according to τm. We
denote «#%ιm = #FS n «^m. For any / in «#% we put

= dm lm(W(k-ig)dk (geG).

Then it is obvious that/me^s>m and that/=0 if and only if /m = 0 for all m in
Λ.

LEMMA 3. 1) For any φ in C°°(K/M) the expansion Φ(k)=^φm(k)
me A

converges absolutely and uniformly on K.
2) For any f in «#% the expansion f(kat)= Σ fm(^at) converges absolutely

meΛ
and uniformly on K.

This lemma is proved by the usual routine.
When Re 5 is sufficiently large, the following lemma is an immediate con-

sequence of the fact that 0>s is an intertwining operator. By the analytic con-
tinuation we obtain

LEMMA 4. For any φ in

(^sΦ)m = ^sΦm (me A).

COROLLARY. For any φ in

meΛ

converges absolutely and uniformly on K.

PROPOSITION 1. For any φ in Γm (m e A),

(&SΦ) (kaj = (&sωj (at)φ(k)

PROOF. For any φ in Γm we put

φM(k) = φ(mk)dm ( feeJK),

where dm is the normalized Haar measure on M. Then clearly we have φM =
φ(e)ωm.
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Since &>

s is an intertwining operator, we have

§4. K-finite Eigenfunctions

In this section we study the space tf 5>m (m e /I) by means of the separation
variables. Fix any / in ̂ s,m. Then by definition

On the other hand, from Lemma 1 we have

Since dτm(Ωκ) = m(m + p — 2)1, from the above formulas we get

Now we define F/fc, t)=f(kat) and Fftfc, f) = l/2{f(kk0at)±f(kat)}9 where
fe0 = Diag( — 1, —1, 1,..., 1). For any t in R let Ff denote the subspace of JJ?m

which is spanned by F (̂ , t)(feJ^Stm). Then it is easy to see that Vf is an
invariant subspace of 3ί?m. Let M' be the normalizer of A in X. Then M' =
M U fc0M. We denote by σ± the representation of M' which is trivial on M
such that <7±(fc0)= ± J On the other hand it is clear that Vf is contained in the
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induced representation from M' to K generated by σ±. It follows from the

Frobenius reciprocity law that V? ^ {0} if and only if the restriction of τm to M'

contains σ± (which is equivalent to saying that τm(fc0)ωm= ±ωm). Since τm(fc0)ωm

= (- l)mωm, V? φ {0} if and only if (- l)m = ± 1. For any / in «#% and k in K9

we define F$(i)=f(kat).

Let us consider an ordinary differential equation

0)

-(s_^l)(s + ̂ )}Fω = o

under the condition

(2) F(- 0 = (- 1

Then in the above we have proved that F}(ί) satisfies the equation (1) under the

condition (2). We put x = ih2t. Fix any solution F(ί) of the differential equation

(1) and we put

u(x) = (1 - x

Then u satisfies the hypergeometric equation;

= 0,

where α = 5/2-m/2- jp/4 + 3/4, b = s/2 + m/2 + p/4-l/4 and c=l/2. Thus we

conclude that F}(ί) coincides, up to constant, with Fs>m(ί), where

. j .

J 4~T'T' t h 2 / )

chr(2s+p-l)/2

It follows that F/fc, t) = φ(k)¥Stm(t) for some 0 in e^m. Thus we proved the

following

PROPOSITION 2. c^7

5>m is an irreducible K-module which is equivalent to
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Fix any m in Λ. Then by the corollary to Lemma 2, ^sωmeJ^Stm. Hence
there exists a constant Csm such that (^sωm) (at) = CSjmFs>m(f), where the constant
Cs>m is given as follows :

- 2)/2)Γ((2j - 2/7 + 5)/4)
π(p - 3) \Γ((2s -2m-p + 5)/4)Γ((2s + 2m + p -

(meΛ+).

ί=o

_ - 2*>-2Γ(p/2)Γ((p - l)/2)Γ((/>- 2)/2)Γ((2j - /» + 5)/4)
- 3) lΓ((2s -2m-p + 3)/4)Γ((2j + 2m

(meΛ.).

Now we assume the following

(A) s + £- + ±^2Z and s-£- + ±^2Z.

PROPOSITION 3. Under the assumption (A), 0>s gives a K-isomorphism
ofΓmontojeStm.

PROOF. In view of Proposition 2 we have only to prove the injectiveness.
For any φ in Γm Proposition 1 implies that

Since Fs>m(f)7^0, 0>s is injective if and only if Cs>m^0. Using the above formulas
for CS)m, it is easy to check that Cs>m7*0 under the assumption (A).

PROPOSITION 4. Let s satisfy the assumption (A). Then there exists a
polynomial Ps such that \CStm\~l<Ps(m) for all m in Λ.

PROOF. For any m in Λ+ we know that

C5,m CPΓ((2ιy _ 2m - p + 5)/4)Γ((2j + 2m +p -f

where

- 2)/2)

On the other hand
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- ml2\)ml2πΓ((2s + 2m+p+
sin π(2s -p + 5)/4Γ((- 2s + 2m + p - l)/4) '

We put QS0)= Π (5/2 + X/2 + JP/4 + 1/4-./), where 4 is the smallest
1^J^«positive integer such that #>Res + 1/2. Then it is easy to prove that there exists

a positive constant ys such that |C5>m|""1|Qs(m)|~1<75 for all m in /!+. For Λ _
we get a similar polynomial Q's and a constant yj. The proposition is now
obvious.

§ 5. Proof of the main theorem

First we need one more lemma.

LEMMA 5. Fix any f in «#%. Then for any polynomial P, 2P(ni)fm(kat)
and 2P(m){(d/df)fm(kat)} converge absolutely and uniformly on K.

PROOF. Let / be in tf s. Then, since

- 2)

on Γm, for any positive integer n we have

On the other hand for any polynomial P there exists a positive number n such
that |P(m)|<(w + Q?-2)/2)2π. Applying [Ωx + ((p-2)/2)2]π to Lemma 3, we

conclude that ΣP(m)fm(ka^) converges absolutely and uniformly on K. If we
replace f(kat) by (d/df)f(kat), the proof is complete.

THEOREM. Under the assumption (A)9 the map 2PS is a linear isomorphism
of C°°(G/P, L5) onto J f s .

PROOF. In view of the corollary to Lemma 2 it is sufficient to prove that
&s is bijective. For any / in Jfs, from Lemma 3 we have f(kat)=^fm(kat).
The right hand side converges absolutely and uniformly on K. By Propositions
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1 and 3, for any m in A there exists a unique φm in Γm such that

fm(kat) =

For any polynomial we have

meΛ

= Σ |P(m)φm(fc)| + Σ
meΛ+ me A-

=s Σ

meΛ- ί=θ

It follows from Proposition 4 and Lemma 5 that there exists a polynomial
such that

Σ\P(m)φm(k)\ £ Σ IQOw)11/»(*)! + Σ IQ(w)l 4rfJ(k)
meΛ meA + meΛ- Ulr

Hence from Lemma 5 Σ P(™)WO converges absolutely and uniformly on
meΛ

K. Using [6], we see that ΣΦm(k} defines a C°° function on 1C/M which we denote
by φ(k). It is now obvious that 0>sφ=f9 which shows that &s is surjective.
Suppose 0>sφ=Q for some φ in C°°(G/P, Ls). According to Lemma 3, we expand

Φ(Ό=ΣΦm(k) Then by the corollary to Lemma 4 0 = ̂ sφ = Σ^sΦm Hence
by Lemma 3 ^sφm — 0 for all m in Λ. It follows from Proposition 3 that φm = 0
for all m in A. Thus φ=0, which completes the proof of the theorem.

REMARK 1. The real hyperboloid of one sheet is an affine symmetric space
[1], For the general affine symmetric spaces one can easily formulate an analogue
of the Helgason conjecture [3]. However our case is, essentially, the only case
that any C°° eigenfunction can be obtained as an image of a C°° section of Ls.

REMARK 2. Our result can be proved by the method similar to that in [5]
(see [4]).
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